
CALL FOR IMPACT ENTERPRISES

APPLICATION QUESTIONS

Last update: February 28, 2023

Default questions by F6S

Enterprise
○ name
○ description, product, video
○ location, date founded, markets
○ social media, links

Founders, Employees:
○ name, role, email address
○ Skype ID, mobile number
○ skills, location
○ education, experience
○ social media or links

Further Information

1) Provide the legal name of the enterprise and the year of establishment/incorporation.

2) Are you an Enterprise with a headcount (Annual Work Unit) less than 250 AND annual
turnover less or equal to €50 million (or annual balance sheet total, less or equal to
€43 million)?
(Profit and non-profit enterprises, startups, cooperatives and new business units/ventures of
established enterprises are eligible.

Yes/no
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3) Specify the current headcount and the last annual turnover.

4) Is your enterprise operationally based in one of the countries stated in the
Regulations? Specify where you are based.

5) Why did you start this company? How did the founders meet? (max 500 characters)

6) What are the markets in which you are active? Please describe the size and the key
competitors (max 300 characters)

7) Did you receive any funding? If yes, add details like, for instance, source of the
funding, cap table and valuation. (max 300 characters)

8) Is any patent in the development/submitted/approved status? If yes, which aspects
are covered? (max 300 characters)
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9) Any relevant ongoing strategic partnerships/agreements? If yes, provide a brief
description. (max 500 characters)

10) What key milestones have you achieved in the last six months? (max 500 characters)

11) Social media account links (Linkedin, Twitter)
[N/A if you don’t have any enterprise-related account]

12) Provide a brief description of the most relevant skills in the core team working in your
enterprise. (max 500 characters)
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13) Have you previously attended any accelerators, incubators or similar programs? Did
you apply for other programs starting in the upcoming months? If yes, please list
programs and the main achievements. (max 500 characters)

14) Why do you want to attend this Program? How do you hear about it? (max 500
characters)

15) Can at least one person in the team attend the Program with regular frequency? Who
is he/she?

Problem/ Solution/ Impact

16) Please describe the societal or environmental problem/challenge you are addressing
and the related impact you aspire to reach. Specify which SDG indicators from the UN
you work towards.  (max 750 characters)
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17) Please provide a brief description of the solution (Minimum Viable Product or
consolidated product) you have designed in response to the problem/challenge. How
is your solution uniquely addressing this problem?  (max 750 characters)

18) How do you measure (or plan to measure) impact? (max 500 characters)

19) Please share with us your best investor pitch deck.

FILE UPLOAD

Data Awareness

20) Is your company already working with Data and AI? If yes, describe how Data and AI
allow you to better implement your solution/product? (max 300 characters)

21) Assume that you have access to the data provided by the Data Club. How do you think
this data could boost your enterprise? Which Data Club Member/s do you consider
relevant for your business the most?  (max 500 characters)
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Acknowledgement

22) Please type the person's name and the role submitting this application to confirm that
all the answers are accurate and truthful to the best of your ability.

23) Please confirm that you read the Impact Deal Regulations and agree with the terms
and conditions.

Yes/no
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